
Morphologial haraterization of seleted Seyfertgalaxies and omparative analysis with a sample ofinative galaxiesLyuba S. Slavheva-MihovaInstitute of Astronomy and NAO, Bulgarian Aademy of Sieneslslav�astro.bas.bg(Summary of Ph.D. Dissertation; Thesis language: BulgarianPh.D. awarded 2011 by Institute of Astronomy and NAOof the Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes)The generally aepted ative galati nuleus model requires gas are-tion onto a supermassive blak hole. There are a number of fueling meh-anisms of di�erent relative importane depending on mass aretion ratesand spatial sales. At Seyfert luminosities, bars, tidal interations, and minormergers beome important (Jogee 2006). Bars have long been onsidered ane�ient mehanism for inward gas transport down to about 1 kp (Piner etal. 1995); nested bars and entral spiral dust lanes are among the possibilitiesfor further driving the gas within the gravitational in�uene of the entralsoure (Shlosman et al. 1989) (Regan & Mulhaey 1999).The relation between galaxy interations and the onset of nulear ativityis founded upon the key study of (Toomre & Toomre 1972). Minor mergersould indue gas in�ow to the nulear regions (Hernquist & Mihos 1995).Numerial simulations show that (minor) mergers, together with tidal inter-ations, ould indue tails, bridges, shells, bars, and various types of disturbedspiral struture and asymmetries; thus, asymmetries have often been assoi-ated with mergers (De Propris et al. 2007). The question of statistial dif-ferenes between Seyfert and inative galaxies onsidering non-axisymmetriperturbations of the potential, is somewhat ontroversial. It is a prevalentview that neither bars, ompanions, minor mergers, nested bars, nor nuleardust spiral arms are spei� signatures of Seyfert galaxies; some studies, how-ever, prompt an exess of features in Seyfert galaxy samples (Jogee 2006).We analyzed the evidene of non-axisymmetri perturbation of the poten-tial in a sample of 35 Seyfert galaxies and in a mathed sample of inativegalaxies on the basis of a detailed morphologial haraterization with thefollowing main results:1. We presented a detailed morphologial haraterization of a sample ofSeyfert galaxies. We srutinized various images, residuals, maps, and pro�lesin order to reveal galaxy strutures that ould be important for the fuelingof Seyfert nulei, as well as for the proper photometri deomposition, whihis ongoing. The areful analysis of these data on an individual, ase-by-asebasis, has led to a more expliit morphologial status of a part of the galax-ies, resulting in improved morphologial type auray, and uveiling of newstrutural omponents and features:- we revealed a bar in Ark 479, an oval/lens in Mrk 595, inner rings inArk 120 and Mrk 376, and features of possible tidal origin in 3C 382 andNGC7603 for the �rst time to our knowledge;- we disussed some strutures of ontroversial/unlear morphology in thegalaxies Mrk 573, Mrk 376, NGC3227, NGC 3516, Mrk 279, Mrk 506, 3C 382,and NGC7469.Bulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(2), 2012



100 L. S. Slavheva-Mihova2. We ompared the large-sale morphology and loal environment of theSeyfert sample and a ontrol one, mathed in morphologial type, radial velo-ity, absolute B magnitute, and elliptiity (Slavheva-Mihova & Mihov 2011a),with the following results:- we found similar frations of bars in Seyfert, (49± 8)%, and ontrol,
(46± 8)%, sample;- the Seyfert bars are weaker than the bars in the ontrol sample withmedian deprojeted bar elliptiity values of 0.39 vs. 0.49, respetively, at the95% on�dene level; it had been shown that deprojeted bar elliptiity isa �rst order approximation of the bar strength (Combes & Sanders 1981,Athanassoula 1992);- this is the �rst omparative study on rings in Seyfert galaxies based ona ontrol sample to our knowledge;- the inidene of rings in the Seyfert and ontrol sample is similar �
(49± 8)% and (54± 8)%, respetively;- pratially equal parts of the Seyfert, (44± 9)%, and ontrol, (43± 8)%,sample have at least one lose physial ompanion within a projeted linearseparation of �ve galaxy diameters and an absolute radial veloity di�ereneof 600 km s−1;- there is no orrelation between the presene of asymmetries and om-panions for both samples; minor mergers, at least without ompanions, donot our in the Seyfert sample more often than in the ontrol one;- the vast majority of both samples, (91± 5)% of the Seyfert and (94± 4)%of the ontrol one, have bars, rings, asymmetries, or lose ompanions;- similar frations of the Seyfert, (86± 6)%, and ontrol, (83± 6)%, sam-ple show morphologial evidene of non-axisymmetri perturbations of thepotential.Thus, we ame up with the onlusion that the fueling of Seyfert nuleidoes not appear diretly related to the large-sale morphology and loal envi-ronment of their host galaxies. The weaker Seyfert bars may be related to thegenerally larger old gas amounts reported in their disks in the ontext of an-gular momentum transfer. A possible explanation of this lak of orrelationsis in the low aretion rates of Seyfert nulei that an be provided by loalor weak largesale mehanisms. In the framework of these results, we havestarted a study of the irumnulear regions of a sample of Seyfert galaxiesusing HST arhival images. As �rst results of this researh, we revealed anulear bar and ring in Mrk 352 and nulear dust lanes in Mrk 590.ReferenesAthanassoula, E. 1992, MNRAS, 259, 328Combes, F. & Sanders, R. H. 1981, A&A, 96, 164.De Propris, R., Conselie, C. J., Liske, J., et al. 2007, ApJ, 666, 212Hernquist, L., & Mihos, J. C. 1995, ApJ, 448, 41Jogee, S.: 2006, Physis of Ative Galati Nulei at all Sales, eds. D. Alloin, R. Johnson,P. Lira, LNP, 693, 143Piner, B. G., Stone, J. M., & Teuben, P. J. 1995, ApJ, 449, 508Regan, M., & Mulhaey, J. 1999, AJ, 117, 2676Shlosman, I., Frank, J., & Begelman, M. 1989, Nature, 338, 45Slavheva-Mihova, L., & Mihov, B. 2011a, A&A, 526, A43Toomre, A., & Toomre, J. 1972, ApJ, 178, 623


